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ABSTRACT 
 

Computed tomography (CT) guided needle placement is an established practice in the medical field. The efficacy of these 
procedures is related to the accuracy of needle placement. Current free-hand techniques have limitations in accuracy, 
which is often affected by the patient motion. In response to these problems and as a testbed for future developments, we 
propose a robotically assisted needle placement system consisting of a mobile CT scanner, a needle insertion robot, and 
an optical localizer. This paper presents the overall system concept and concentrates on the system registration and 
compensation of the patient motion. Accuracy results using an abdominal phantom are also presented. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Clinical significance 

Spinal disorders are the fastest growing musculoskeletal subspecialty. It is estimated that over 70% of the population 
experiences significant low-back pain during their lives. Recent advances in medical imaging have propelled minimally 
invasive image-guided biopsy and local therapies into public attention1. Computed tomography (CT) guided nerve blocks 
and facet joint injections have proven to be safe and effective methods to treat spinal pain2. 
 
Currently, percutaneous (through the skin) placement of needles into the spine is performed freehand. Based on CT or 
fluoroscopy, the physician identifies the skin entry point and the target, thus defining the desired needle trajectory. The 
physician then aligns the needle by hand and advances it towards the target gradually while checking the position of the 
needle by re-imaging as necessary. The main problem is that the physician has limitations in accuracy when initially 
lining up the needle and subsequently staying on course. In addition, motion of a lumbar vertebral body due to breathing 
alone is up to 1.3 mm (peak to peak), and surgeon-induced motion up to ten times greater3. When the physician releases 
the needle, the needle can drift or tilt away from the desired path. In response to these problems, we propose integrating 
intra-operative CT imaging with a medical robot for precise placement of the needle. 
 
The workflow of the current manual procedure is practically identical to the steps followed by our robotic system. This 
parallelism offers a unique opportunity for gradual transition from a manual procedure to a fully robotic intervention. 
While experienced physicians can complete these procedures without difficulty, there is a need for precise and consistent 
aiming and delivery of the needle. The longevity of pain relief is thought to be associated with the spatial accuracy of 
needle placement. The system can also serve as a testbed for the precise robotically guided needle placement systems of 
the future. 

1.2 Prior technical developments 

The history of medical robotics dates back to 1985, when Kwoh applied a PUMA robot to orient a needle for biopsy of 
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the brain4. Other early work with needle placement robots was also focused on intra-cranial neurosurgery5-7. Since then, 
however, many other clinical applications for needle placement robots have now been proposed, such as the AESOP 
robot from Computer Motion, a voice activated endoscopic camera holder used in abdominal interventional procedures8. 
Taylor pioneered the application of the remote center of motion (RCM) concept for needle placement, which provides 
rotational motion around a fixed fulcrum point in space. Taylor developed the first such robot for manipulation of 
laparoscopic instruments9. Loser presented a lightweight 5-bar RCM linkage for needle insertion10 that was guided by 
visual servoing in a CT fluoroscopy scanner. Stoianovici developed a two degrees-of-freedom (DOF) RCM robot with a 
radiolucent needle driver for percutaneous renal access under fluoroscopic guidance11, 12. Taylor and Stoianovici also 
adapted the RCM module for microsurgical augmentation13. 

 
In addition to these hardware developments, many researchers have attempted to integrate the robotic system with the 
guiding imaging modality. Yanof14 integrated an industrial robot arm for needle placement with a CT scanner and 
completed swine animal studies. Masamune15 integrated Stoianovici’s RCM-PAKY robot and Susil’s stereotactic 
registration method16 for needle insertion inside a CT scanner. Fichtinger adapted this system for transperineal access to 
the prostate under intra-operative CT guidance17.  
 

1.3 Significance of this paper 

The system presented here employs the 6-DOF Acubot robot described in18. The robot includes a 3-DOF translational 
stage, a 2-DOF orientation module, and a 1-DOF needle driver. A real-time optical localizer (Polaris, Northern Digital, 
Waterloo, Canada) is incorporated in the system, allowing continuous measurement of the relative locations of the robot 
and patient. This allows the system to automatically compensate for patient motion. 
 
Real-time tracking of surgical instruments and imaging devices has been applied routinely in image-guided surgery (IGS) 
systems for navigation purposes. In the spine, pioneering work has been done by Nolte19 and Lavallee20. The motion of 
the lumbar spine in the prone position during pedicle screw placement in open surgery has been studied by Glossop3. 
Several aspects of our tracking method are directly inspired by these systems, including the use of optical tracking and 
the assumption that the vertebral body behaves as a rigid body. 
 
The novel aspects of this paper are the following: (1) automated registration between the robot, patient and CT images 
based on an optical tracking system and an embedded fiducial device, (2) nearly real-time tracking of the patient, (3) the 
implementation of a control loop to compensate for displacement of the target due to respiratory motion or patient 
movement during the intervention.  
 

2. SYSTEM COMPONENTS 

2.1 Clinical workflow 

The main system components are shown in Figure 1. The intra-operative scenario for robotically assisted biopsy or 
therapy is as follows: 

1. The patient is positioned on the table. 
2. The robot is mounted over the patient and calibrated. 
3. The patient is scanned and the images are sent to the control computer for the system. 
4. The physician selects the entry and target locations. 
5. The robot moves the RCM center to the entry point. 
6. The robot orients the needle to the target point. 
7. The robot starts tracking the target location and compensates for patient motion as required. 
8. The robot inserts the needle to the predefined depth. 
9. Another CT scan is done for verification. 

10. The physician injects the therapeutic agent or takes the biopsy sample. 

11. The robot retracts the needle.  
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Figure 1: System components: (a) Polaris (b) CT gantry (c) Abdominal 
phantom (d) Fiducial carrier (e) Needle (f) Needle driver (g) Robot 
tracker (h) RCM (i) Passive arm (j) Cartesian bridge 

Figure 2:  User interface (Slicer) with path planning 

 
The “point-and-click needle placement” paradigm is implemented in the system, where the physician selects the entry and 
target points on a computer screen, and an autonomous robot executes the needle placement under the supervision of the 
physician. In order to increase safety, the needle is retracted from the RCM center during the tracking to avoid any 
possible collision with the patient. 
 

2.2 Planning and monitoring software 

The system was tested using a mobile CT scanner (Tomoscan, Philips Medical Systems, Eindhoven, Netherlands) and an 
abdominal interventional phantom (CIRS Inc., Norfolk, Virginia). The images are transferred from the CT scanner to the 
robot control computer over an Ethernet connection using the DICOM protocol. The planning and control software is 
based on 3D Slicer21, a free open-source software package for visualization, registration, and quantification of medical 
data.  
 
As shown in Figure 2, 3D Slicer was modified to provide the following capabilities: (1) a path planning interface for the 
user to select the skin entry point and target point, which can be on different axial slices; (2) control and monitoring of 
the robot; and (3) control and display for the Polaris localizer. The software was developed using Tcl/Tk and the 
Visualization Toolkit (VTK).  
 

2.3 Needle placement robot and control software 

Manual needle punctures usually include three decoupled motions. First, the tip of the needle is moved from its current 
location to the skin entry point. This is a three-dimensional Cartesian motion. Second, the needle is oriented by pivoting 
around the skin entry point. This motion involves two independent rotations. Finally, one-directional translation is 
necessary to insert the needle into the body through the skin. Therefore, needle placement requires 3+2+1=6 degrees of 
freedom. 
 
This kinematic arrangement is realized in the Acubot robot used here18. Acubot contains a 3-DOF Cartesian motion stage 
mounted over the CT table. The maximum speed of the Cartesian stage is 20mm/s for each of the three translation axes. 
The Cartesian stage is connected to a 7-DOF adjustable unencoded passive arm, used for gross positioning of the needle 
drive stage. The rotation stage is a 2-DOF RCM with maximum speeds of 37°/sec and 74°/sec respectively. The needle 
drive stage is a 1-DOF friction transmission with a radiolucent end-effector for insertion of the needle. 
 
The control electronics for the robot are housed entirely within a single industrial PC chassis. Safety features include 
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current monitoring and a watchdog timer. The software used to control the robot is the modular robot control library 
(MRC), which has been developed at the Johns Hopkins University.  
 

3. COORDINATE TRANSFORMATIONS AND ROBOT MOVEMENT 

 
The key to accurate needle placement is the precise real-time computation of the coordinate transformations between the 
robot, patient, and images. Figure 3 shows the five coordinate systems involved in the computation. The Polaris is used to 
track patient motion in real-time and to register the robot to the coordinate system of the CT scanner and patient. Since 
the Polaris coordinate system is the only stationary coordinate system, every other coordinate system is registered to the 
Polaris coordinate system. The needle placement task requires that the robot first moves the RCM center to the skin entry 
point and then orients the needle before driving the needle to the target.  
 

  
Figure 3:  Coordinate systems Figure 4:  Interventional phantom with fiducial 

carrier 

3.1 Movement to skin entry point 

To move the RCM center of the robot to the skin entry point, the following steps are required. 
 

3.1.1 Registration of CT to Polaris 

A rigid plastic fiducial carrier (Figure 4, PassTrax, Traxtal Technologies, Toronto, Canada) is attached to the vertebral 
body of an abdominal phantom. This carrier contains three retro-reflective spheres (seen by the Polaris) and nine 0.8 mm 
radiodense microspheres (Tilly Medical, Lund, Sweden) placed in a known and precise arrangement. Using this fiducial 
carrier, the computer can determine the position of the nine microspheres in both the Polaris and CT coordinate systems. 
Arun’s singular value decomposition (SVD) technique22 is used to determine the transformation matrix between the 
Polaris and CT coordinate systems. The entry and target points can therefore be transformed from the CT to the Polaris 
coordinate system. 
 

3.1.2 Registration of RCM center to Polaris 

A single passive marker is placed on the needle during a pre-procedure calibration phase as shown in Figure 5. A fulcrum 
motion is executed using the RCM stage, while the Polaris is tracking the marker on the needle. Then the needle is moved 
forward some distance and the same fulcrum motion is repeated. The tip of the cone defined by the two trajectories of the 
marker yields the RCM point in Polaris space. 
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Figure 5:  Needle with a passive marker on its tip 

 

3.1.3 Registration of Cartesian bridge to Polaris 

The rotational transformation between the Cartesian motion stage and the Polaris is computed using the robot tracker. 
The robot tracker is an optical tracker rigidly attached to the last link of the robot. The combination of the robot tracker 
and Cartesian motion stage can be considered a rigid body for pure translations. The Cartesian motion stage is moved to 
the eight vertices of its maximum workspace (a rectangle of 200 by 40 by 40 mm), and positional data is simultaneously 
recorded in the coordinate systems of the Cartesian stage and Polaris tracker. As in step 1, the rotation matrix between 
the two coordinate systems is then determined using the SVD. 
 

3.1.4 Needle movement 

The desired needle movement is from the initial position of the needle tip to the entry point. The corresponding motion of 
the Cartesian stage can be determined using the above transformations.  

 

3.2 Orientation of needle 

The following steps are required to orient the needle along the desired path. 
 

3.2.1 Registration of needel orientation to Polaris 

Similar to Step 2 of Section A, a single passive marker is placed on the needle during the pre-procedure phase and the 
RCM stage is set to its home orientation. The needle is driven up and down without changing the orientation of the robot, 
while the Polaris records the marker position. The orientation of the needle is then calculated using 3D line fitting. 
 
Since the robot tracker is secured to the needle driver, both the needle orientation and the initial position of the needle tip 
are constant in the robot tracker coordinate system. Therefore, they can be saved as system constants after the registration 
is performed for the first time. Their corresponding orientation and position in the Polaris coordinate system can be 
calculated using the transformation between robot tracker and Polaris.  
 

3.2.2 Registration of RCM stage to Polaris 

The rotational transformation between the RCM stage and Polaris is determined using the robot tracker. Using the 
orientation of the robot tracker before and after a rotation about a single RCM joint, the rotation axis of each joint can be 
calculated directly in the Polaris coordinate system23. The rotation matrix between RCM and Polaris is therefore obtained 
after both RCM axes are determined. 
 

3.2.3 Needle orientation 

Using the results above, both the initial needle orientation and the desired path vector can be transformed to the RCM 
coordinate system. The inverse kinematics of the RCM is then applied to orient the needle to the path. 
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3.3 Track and compensate patient motion 

To track and compensate the motion of the patient, a control loop is executed in the software. The needle is retracted 
from the RCM center to avoid any potential collision with the patient during the tracking. The following steps are 
executed inside the loop: 
 

1. Read the location of the phantom (patient) tracker using the Polaris.  
2. Register CT images to the Polaris with the new posture of the patient obtained in step 1. 
3. Update the path vector (the entry point and the target point) in the Polaris coordinate system with the new 

transformation obtained in step 2. 
4. Move the needle tip to the updated skin entry point and align the needle with the updated path vector. 
 

In the second step, since the patient’s motion doesn’t change the relative position of the microspheres with respect to the 
target, the registration described in section III-A/1 is not repeated. This saves a large amount of CPU time and makes 
real-time tracking and compensation possible, although our current implementation is not optimized for this purpose.  
 

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

 
An abdominal interventional phantom (CIRS Inc., Norfolk, VA) with both surface and internal fiducials was CT scanned 
with 1.0 mm slice thickness and 0.742 mm pixel size. The passive arm was positioned in an arbitrary position such that 
the phantom was within the workspace of the robot and the field of view of the Polaris. The maximal speed of the robot 
was set at 10 mm/s for each of the Cartesian joints and 5°/s for each of the RCM joints, with maximal acceleration 3 
mm/s2 and 5°/s2 respectively. The update rate of the system was a relatively slow 2Hz, which was due to the overhead of 
the software components involved.  
 

4.1 Translation accuracy 

The accuracy of guiding the needle tip to the entry point was determined using a needle with a single passive marker on 
its tip. According to the manufacturer, the root-mean-square (RMS) error of the Polaris when tracking a single passive 
marker is 0.35 mm. After registration, a sample entry point was identified in the CT image. This entry point was selected 
in air above the phantom to avoid a potential collision between the passive marker and the phantom. The Cartesian stage 
was commanded to move the needle tip from its current position to the entry point. The position of the passive marker 
was recorded and then transformed back to the CT coordinate system. In the translation tests, the average translation of 
the robot was 31.2mm. The results are shown in Table 1. 
 
In the above procedure and the following one in IV-B, both the forward and inverse transformations between CT and 
Polaris were involved in the measurements. Therefore, the results did not reflect the accuracy of CT-Polaris registration. 
This accuracy was determined by two factors: (a) the intrinsic 0.35 mm RMS error of the Polaris and (b) the error of 
image-based detection of microspheres in the fiducial carrier, evaluated by the Fiducial Registration Error (FRE) 
formula24, which yielded 0.26 mm for the nine microspheres. 
 

Table 1: Translation and orientation accuracy 

Number of translation tests 20 

Mean position error 0.5 mm 

STD of position error 0.2 mm 

  

Number of orientation tests 20 

Mean orientation error 0.7° 
STD of orientation error  0.4°  

Table 2:  Overall system accuracy 

Number of static tests 5 

Mean static error 1.0 mm 

STD of static error 0.3 mm 

  

Number of dynamic tests 6 

Mean dynamic error 1.7 mm 

STD of dynamic error  0.4 mm  
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4.2 Orientation accuracy 

As in task A, a single passive marker was placed on the needle tip to evaluate the alignment of the needle with the desired 
path vector. After the needle was aligned with the path, it was driven up and down and the Polaris recorded the position 
of the passive marker continuously. Using 3D line fitting, the needle vector in the Polaris coordinate system was 
obtained. The needle vector was transformed back to the CT coordinate system and compared with the desired path 
vector. The results are shown in Table 1. 
 

4.3 Overall system accuracy 

The system accuracy was estimated statically and dynamically using a digital camera (Canon PowerShot G2). Several 1.0 
mm diameter lead balls were attached on the phantom surface as target points for the robot. The entry point was selected 
in the air above the phantom and the target point was one of the lead balls. In the static test, after the registration step, the 
robot moved the needle tip to an entry point and aligned the needle with the desired path. The needle tip was then driven 
from the RCM center to the target point until the needle tip was closest to the fiducal (or touched it). The error between 
the actual driven distance and the length of the desired path was recorded. Two orthogonal pictures were taken with the 
digital camera and a ruler in the field of view as shown in Figure 6. The angle between the needle and the phantom 
surface was estimated to calculate the error in the plane perpendicular to the needle. The dynamic test was almost the 
same as the static test except that every time the phantom was moved to an arbitrary new position and re-registered. In 
both static and dynamic tests, the insertion angles were uniformly selected in the robot’s workspace. The needle tip 
translation ranged from 17.0 mm to 47.4 mm. The insertion depth ranged from 34.8 mm to 60.1 mm. Table 2 shows the 
estimation of the overall system accuracy. 

 
 

 
Figure 6: Orthogonal views of needle touching a fiducial (ruler 

unit 1mm) 

 
Figure 7:  Accuracy test and internal fiducial 

 
To test the system on an internal target point, a fiducial was also implanted as the target point at a clinically 
representative location inside the phantom. Since the phantom was made from foam and rubber and the perispinal targets 
were relatively superficial, the effects of tissue-needle interaction forces were believed to be small. Figure 7 shows a 
confirmatory CT image with the needle directly touching the implanted fiducial. The planned path to the metal ball was 
on an oblique plane, passing through twelve axial 1 mm CT slices.  
 

5. DISSCUSSION 

 
The system presented here is intended to demonstrate the concept of registration of a needle placement robot with the 
patient’s anatomy, and the potential for compensation of intra-operative motion. The phantom studies showed that the 
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system has reasonable accuracy. Although the system is relatively slow in compensating for motion, the concept of 
motion compensation has been demonstrated. Several weaknesses of the system are as follows. 
The system did not achieve a sufficiently large working volume, mainly due to interference between the trackers and the 
patient body. The dimensions of the fiducial carriers need to be reduced and relocated both on the robot and the patient to 
alleviate this interference problem. The fiducial carrier and associated locking pin attached to the spinous process is 
rather large and more invasive than desired in the clinical setting. 
 
The current needle driver uses a friction transmission that has a limited exertion force. If the resistance of the tissue is 
greater than the maximum transmission force, the needle will slip and stop short of the target. Using a spinning needle 
injector may help alleviate this problem12. 
 
The current end-effector cannot automatically release the needle if excessive force or movement is detected. This is a 
potential safety problem if the control system cannot rapidly detect and compensate for involuntary movement of the 
patient. 
 
In conclusion, this paper showed the feasibility of the overall concept and demonstrated reasonable accuracy in phantom 
trials. Several weaknesses were identified that need to be resolved before an automated needle placement robot system 
can be proposed for human trials. 
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